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Cultural trafficking of ShakespeareCultural trafficking of Shakespeare


 
Definition of adaptation


 

Issues that adaptation theory is concerned 
with


 

What texts are usually adapted in children’s 
literature


 

What are the reasons behind adaptations


 
Trace the changes that occur when adapting 
a text (change of medium and genre)


 

The ideological (re-)orientation of the 
adaptation



Intertextuality: dialogic relations Intertextuality: dialogic relations 
among texts among texts 

Παρουσιαστής
Σημειώσεις παρουσίασης
Text used in its broader sense as anything that serves as a source of meaning; in other words text is not only the written work but a photo, a painting, an advertisement etc.



Παρουσιαστής
Σημειώσεις παρουσίασης
The adaptation of the front cover of one of the most well-known children’s magazine of the 19th century obviously for political reasons







Pictures from various adaptations of ShakespearePictures from various adaptations of Shakespeare



The adaptations examined: The adaptations examined: Midsummer Midsummer 
NightNight’’s Dreams Dream

 
and and Romeo and JulietRomeo and Juliet


 

The adaptations considered here come 
from various cultural backgrounds; yet, the 
source text, pretext, or adapted text belongs 
to the English cultural heritage, a fact that 
adaptations seem to purposely ignore for 
the sake of the work’s appropriation and 
inscription into a new cultural context



Towards a definition of Towards a definition of adaptationadaptation


 
“broadly speaking adaptation [is] the re-

 casting of a work in one medium to fit 
another, such as the re-casting of novels and 
plays as film or television scripts”

 
(Penguin 

Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory, 
1999: 8-9)


 

Could we argue that the above definition is 
rather narrow?



Definition of adaptationDefinition of adaptation


 

An acknowledge transposition of a 
recognizable work or works


 

A creative and interpretative act of 
appropriation


 

An extended intertextual engagement with 
the adapted work



Theoretical considerationsTheoretical considerations


 

Familiarity: texts that form part of the collective 
heritage get adapted and it is always texts that are 
“tried and tested”


 

Simplification: the assumption that lies behind 
adaptation is that the adapted text/the original is 
not easy reading (in terms of both language and 
meaning)


 

Fidelity: faithfulness to the original 


 
Denigration: adaptation is looked at as an inferior 
genre



Motives for adaptationMotives for adaptation


 

Commercial reasons –
 

money making


 
A desire to “preserve”

 
stories, the heritage of one’s 

own culture


 
Accessibility: to make it accessible to less experienced 
readers


 

For educational reasons as the original text is 
supposed to be the repository of values


 

“Bowdlerisation”
 

i.e. the purification of the text of 
whatever is considered unsuitable for children [The 
Bowdlers were adapters of Shakespeare for children 
and they lent their names to the process of erasing 
whatever is perceived as unsuitable for children]













Some peaks into the criticismSome peaks into the criticism


 

“Because the full texts of Shakespeare 
include complex and controversial thoughts, 
we need to discover more about which 
aspects of Shakespeare appealed

 
to the 

learning levels and styles of heterogeneous 
populations of schoolchildren”
(Charles Frey, “A brief history of Shakespeare as 
children’s literature,”

 
New Review of Children’s 

Literature and Librarianship 7.1 (2001):147-156)



The first English adaptationsThe first English adaptations


 
Mary and Charles Lamb, Tales from Shakespear

 
(1807)

Passages from the Lambs’
 

Tales preface

“to make these Tales easy reading for very young children”
 

(6)
“because boys being generally permitted the use of their fathers’

 libraries at a much earlier age than girls are, they frequently have 
the best scenes of Shakespeare by heart, before their sisters are 
permitted to look into this manly book”
“(carefully selecting what is proper for a young sister’s ear) some 
passage which has pleased them in one of these stories, in the 
very words of the scene from which it is taken”



 
Harriet and Tomas Bowdler The Family Shakespeare

 
(1807, 1814)

They expurgated the texts from whatever could be considered 
too bold or too obscene.




 

E. Nesbit The Children’s Shakespeare I, 1900
In truth it was not easy to arrange the story simple. Even 
with the recollection of Lamb’s tales to help me I found it 
hard to tell “Midsummer Night’s Dream”

 
in words that 

these little ones could understand. But presently I began 
the tale, and then the words came fast enough. When the 
story was ended, Iris drew a long breath.
“It is a lovely story,”

 
she said; “but it doesn’t look at all 

like the book.”
“It is only put differently,”

 
I answered. “You will 

understand when you grow up that the stories are the least 
part of Shakespeare.”
“But it’s the stories we like,”

 
said Rosamund.

(Edith Nesbit, Preface to The Best of Shakespeare
 

8-9)



To adapt or not to adapt (to be or To adapt or not to adapt (to be or 
not to be?)not to be?)


 
why do adapters use classic literature so as 
to created new texts?


 

The notion of accessibility


 
The notion of suitability


 

The notion of preservation 


 
“classics [are] an important part of the 
heritage and [should be] passed down to 
children, something that should be 
preserved”



Change of medium/genreChange of medium/genre


 

Film 


 
Picture-book


 

Animation film


 
Manga


 

Stage performance


 
Mobile apps


 

Novel 



Adaptation continued Adaptation continued ……


 

Adult’s classic


 
English adult’s classic


 

Translation of genre: drama turned into 
different genres


 

Double translation in the case of 
picturebooks: textual and visual



From theory to text itself From theory to text itself ––
 

textual and pictorial textual and pictorial 
analysis: some examples of adaptationsanalysis: some examples of adaptations

ITALIAN VERSION


 
Narrativisation

 
of the Bard


 

Erasure of the theatricality of the 
Shakespearean oeuvre


 

Censorship (purification of violence and 
any explicit references to sex)


 

Omission of secondary characters




 

The version by Minoas


 
fairytalisation of Romeo and Juliet


 

disneyfication  (take a look at the way Juliet 
is depicted)


 

Omission of the consummation and death 
scene


 

Narrativisation of the play

From theory to text itself From theory to text itself ––
 

textual and textual and 
pictorial analysis: some examples of pictorial analysis: some examples of 

adaptationsadaptations




 

Juliet and Romeo
 

by Bruce Coville


 
“This illustrated adaptation builds the ideal 
bridge for anyone wishing to reach the original 
and enjoy it …

 
This beautiful publication, 

legitimately a classic itself, is an ideal present 
for both newcomers to Shakespeare’s work 
and loyal devotees”


 

The underlying idea is that the adaptation 
serves as a substitute for the original work and 
also as an initiation to the greatness of the 
adapted text

From theory to text itself From theory to text itself ––
 

textual and textual and 
pictorial analysis: some examples of pictorial analysis: some examples of 

adaptationsadaptations



Greek versions of Greek versions of ShakespeareShakespeare


 
Romeo and Juliet (2003), Papadopoulos


 

Narrativisation of the play


 
Note the depiction of the lovers (Juliet as 
geisha and Eve)


 

Sensuality of some pictures-crossover 
adaptation




 

Romeo and Juliet
 

(2003), Kedros


 
“this is a short and extremely humorous 
adaptation in verse of one of the most 
popular Shakespeare’s works which is 
extremely respectful to the original … It is 
an enjoyable text which will appeal both to 
children and parents alike.”


 

The theatricality of the pretext is preserved 


 
False connection between children and 
Shakespeare’s work

Greek versions of Greek versions of ShakespeareShakespeare




 

The front and back cover constitute a whole: 
they inform the reader/onlooker for the 
characters and the setting


 

The title page is highly theatrical : a theater 
troupe 


 

Rhyming couplets following the 1933 
translation of Shakespeare by Vasilis Rotas


 

The plot unfolds into three levels: a) the 
narrator’s level b) the protagonists’

 
level c)the 

exchanges between Shakespeare and the child 
onlooker (use of different fonts)


 

Selection-ommision-substitution techniques 

Greek versions of Greek versions of ShakespeareShakespeare



Some final remarksSome final remarks


 

Adaptations are marketed as being 
Shakespeare, the real thing, although they are 
totally different works as far as language, 
audience, values transmitted, point of view etc. 
are concerned.


 

Shakespeare is launched as a children’s classic 
–

 
a global children’s classic 


 

The adapted Shakespeare is in the end an 
initiation to adult ideas about morality, culture 
and ideology


 

Adults dictate that children should interpret 
Shakespeare as a universal genious
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